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Abstract
In this paper we study the problem of supervisory design using Petri nets. We consider a monolithic
supervisor candidate, i.e., a net obtained by concurrent composition of plant and specification, and we say
that the control problem has an OR-AND GMEC solution if the set of the legal markings of such a net
can be described by a disjunction/conjunctions of linear constraints. We derive some sufficient conditions,
based on the boundedness of some places of the net, for the existence of such a solution.
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Introduction

Supervisory Control Theory, originally proposed by [1], is considered as one of the most successful approaches for the control of discrete event systems. A supervisor runs parallel with the plant and at each step,
computes a suitable control input to ensure that the behavior of the plant in closed loop satisfies a given
specification.
Petri nets have been used as models for supervisory control since the early 90’s. They extends the class
of control problems that can be solved by automata and provide many efficient and well founded approaches
for supervisory control [2]. In particular several interesting results, have been obtained when the desired
behavior of the plant is described by state specification: in this case efficient algorithms exists to compute a
controller even in the presence of uncontrollable transition: we recall in this context the work of [3–9].
In comparison, relatively few works have discussed how Petri net models may be used to design supervisors for language specifications. We consider the monolithic supervisory design that requires: (a) to construct
a monolithic supervisor candidate (MSC) by the concurrent composition of the plant with the specification,
to check this structure for controllability and nonblockingness, and eventually to refine it. The concurrent
composition is particularly suited to Petri nets [10] because in this case its complexity depends on the size
of the net structure, and not on the size of its state space. However, the resulting MSC is not always trim,
e.g., it may require further modifications to make sure it is controllable and nonblocking, and so far very few
efficient approaches for trimming have been presented. Some authors [11] have addressed nonblockingness
and the closely related deadlock prevention problems. Very few works, however, have addressed the controllability problem, because a typical brute-force approach requires to compute its entire reachability graph,
which suffers from the well-known state explosion problem. It is known that given an unbounded MSC it
may not always be possible to trim it to be controllable [12], i.e., there exists control problems where both
plant and specification are Petri net but a maximally permissive Petri net supervisor does not exists. Here, we
are concerned about the criteria of the trimmability, i.e., for a given MSC, is it possible to determine if it is
trimmable or not?
Firstly, building on the results of [10], we review the notion of supervisory design using a recently proposed definition of controllability [13] and use it to characterize the set of legal and weakly forbidden markings of a MSC.
Secondly, we focus on the existence of OR-AND GMEC solutions, i.e., we study when the set of weakly
uncontrollable markings can be characterized by an OR-AND of generalized mutual exclusion constraints
(GMECs) [3]. This determination is worthwhile: under general conditions an OR-AND GMEC solution can
be easily implemented by a Petri net structure [14, 15] and thus the MSC can be trimmed.
In particular, for each uncontrollable transition tu′ of the plant we consider in the MSC the associated
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uncontrollable subnet that contains a set of places Pt′′ that belong to the plant and a set of places Pt′′′ that
u

u

belong to the specification. If either of these two sets are bounded for all all uncontrollable transitions, then
we show that an OR-AND GMEC solution exists.
The paper is organized in five sections. Section 2 gives the basic notion of Petri net and the supervisor.
Section 3 introduces the problem. Section 4 the existence of OR-AND GMEC solution is studied. Section 5
discusses the case in which an OR-AND GMEC solution may not exist. Section 6 draws the conclusions.
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Preliminaries

2.1

Petri Net

A Petri net is a four-tuple N = (P, T, Pre, Post), where P is a set of m places represented by circles; n transitions represented by bars; Pre : P × T → N and Post : P × T → N are the pre- and post-incidence functions
that specify the arcs in the net and are represented as matrices in Nm×n (here N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}).
The incidence matrix of a net is defined by C = Post − Pre ∈ Zm×n (here Z = {0, ±1, ±2, . . .}).
For a transition t ∈ T we define its set of input places as •t = {p ∈ P | Pre(p,t) > 0} and its set of output
places as t • = {p ∈ P | Post(p,t) > 0}. The notion for • p and p• are analogously defined.
A marking is a vector M : P → N that assigns to each place of a Petri net a non-negative integer number of
tokens, represented by black dots and can also be represented as a m component vector. We denote by M(p)
the marking of place p. A marked net ⟨N, M0 ⟩ is a net N with an initial marking M0 .
A transition t is enabled at M if M ≥ Pre(·,t) and may fire reaching a new marking M ′ = M0 + C(·,t).
We write M[σ ⟩ to denote that the sequence of transitions σ is enabled at M, and we write M[σ ⟩M ′ to denote
that the firing of σ yields M ′ .
Given a marked net ⟨N, M0 ⟩ we denote by L(N, M0 ) the set of all sequences firable from the initial marking
and by R(N, M0 ) the set of all markings reachable from the initial one.
A place p ∈ P is bounded if there exists a k ∈ N such that M(p) ≤ k for all M ∈ R(N, M0 ). A set of places
X ⊆ P is bounded if all places in X are bounded. A marked net is bounded if all its places are bounded, i.e.,
P is bounded. The set R(N, M0 ) is finite if and only if net⟨N, M0 ⟩ is bounded.
A labeled net is a four-tuple ⟨N, M0 , E, l⟩ where ⟨N, M0 ⟩ is a marked net, E is an alphabet and l : T → E
is a labeling function that associates a label in E to each transition.
A labeled net is deterministic if for all M ∈ R(N, M0 ) and for pairs of distinct transitions t,t ′ such that
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M[t⟩ and M[t ′ ⟩ it holds l(t) ̸= l(t ′ ). In the following we will only consider deterministic generators.
Finally, given a net N = (P, T, Pre, Post) we say that N̂ = (P̂, T̂ , P̂re, P̂ost) is a subnet of N if P̂ ⊂ P, T̂ ⊂ T
and P̂re (resp., P̂ost) is the restriction of Pre (resp., Post) to P̂ × T̂ .

2.2 GMECs
A Generalized Mutual Exclusion Constraint (GMEC) is a pair (w, k) where w ∈ Zm and k ∈ N. A GMEC
defines a set of legal markings:
M (w, k) = {M ∈ Nm | wT · M ≤ k}
An AND GMEC is a pair (W, k)AND , where W = [w1 · · · wr ] ∈ Zm×r and k = [k1 · · · kr ]T ∈ Nr . An
AND GMEC defines a set of legal markings MAND (W, k) = {M ∈ Nm | ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, wTi · M ≤ ki } that is
obviously convex.
An OR-AND GMEC is a set ξ = {(W1 , k1 ), . . . , (Ws , ks )}, where (Wi , ki ) is an AND GMEC for all
i = {1, 2, . . . , s}. This constraint defines a set of legal markings
MOR−AND (ξ ) =

s
∪

MAND (Wi , ki ).

i=1

For sake of simplicity in the following we denote MOR−AND (ξ ) by M (ξ ). Finally we say that a constraint ξ
is finite if s < +∞.

3

Monolithic supervisory design and problem statement

In this section we will briefly recall the monolithic supervisory design technique for Petri with language
specifications and will characterize the set of legal marking for a candidate supervisor.

3.1

Design by concurrent composition

A system to be controlled (or plant) will be described by a labeled net G = ⟨N ′ , M0′ , E, l ′ ⟩ with N ′ = ⟨P′ , T ′ , Pre′ , Post ′ ⟩,
while a specification on its behavior is described by a labeled net H = ⟨N ′′ , M0′′ , E, l ′′ ⟩ with N ′′ = ⟨P′′ , T ′′ , Pre′′ , Post ′′ .
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Figure 1: A plant G and a specification H.

Figure 2: The monolithic candidate supervisor J obtained by concurrent composition of G and H in Figure 1.
A specification H defines a set of legal firing sequences of G given by
Σ(G, H) = {σ ′ ∈ L(N ′ , M0′ ) | (∃σ ′′ ∈ L(N ′′ , M0′′ ))
l ′ (σ ′ ) = l ′′ (σ ′′ )}

(1)

Assume that the event set E is partitioned into the sets of controllable events Ec and uncontrollable events
Eu . This also induces a partition of the transition set T ′ of G into the set of controllable transitions Tc′ = {t ′ ∈
T ′ | l ′ (t ′ ) ∈ Ec } and uncontrollable transitions Tu′ = T ′ \ Tc . A supervisor is a control agent that may disable
controllable transitions to ensure that the controlled plant G only generates sequences in Σ(G, H).
Given a plant G and a specification H, a monolithic supervisor candidate (MSC) is a labeled net denoted
as J = G ∥ H constructed by the operator of concurrent composition, that fuses the transitions in G and
H which share the same label. Formally, we say that J = (N, M0 , E, l), with N = ⟨P, T, Pre, Post⟩, where
P = P′ ∪ P′′ ,
T

= {(t ′ ,t ′′ ) | t ′ ∈ T ′ ,t ′′ ∈ T ′′ , l ′ (t ′ ) = l ′′ (t ′′ )}
∪{(t ′ , λ ) | t ′ ∈ T ′ , (̸ ∃t ′′ ∈ T ′′ )l ′ (t ′ ) = l ′′ (t ′′ )}
∪{(λ ,t ′′ ) | t ′′ ∈ T ′′ , (̸ ∃t ′ ∈ T ′ )l ′ (t ′ ) = l ′′ (t ′′ )},
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Pre′ (p,t ′ )



Pre(p,t) = Pre′′ (p,t ′′ )




0

if p ∈ P′ ,t ′ ̸= λ ,t = (t ′ ,t ′′ )
if p ∈ P′′ ,t ′′ ̸= λ ,t = (t ′ ,t ′′ )

(2)

otherwise




Post ′ (p,t ′ )



Post(p,t) = Post ′′ (p,t ′′ )





0

if p ∈ P′ ,t ′ ̸= λ ,t = (t ′ ,t ′′ )
if p ∈ P′′ ,t ′′ ̸= λ ,t = (t ′ ,t ′′ )

(3)

otherwise

l((t ′ ,t ′′ )) = l ′ (t ′ ) if t ′ ̸= λ else l((t ′ ,t ′′ )) = l ′′ (t ′′ ) , and M0 = (M0′ , M0′′ ). Here λ denotes the empty sequence
and is used to denote that a transition in G (resp., H) is not synchronized with a transition in H (resp., G).
We also partition the transition set T of J into the sets of controllable transitions Tc = {t ∈ T | l(t) ∈ Ec } and
uncontrollable transitions Tu = T \ Tc .
An example of concurrent composition operation is given in Figure 1 where transitions of the form (t ′ , λ )
or (λ ,t ′′ ) are simply denoted t ′ or t ′′ ; details can be found in [10].
Note we assume that the alphabet of the specification H coincide with the alphabet E of the plant G.
Furthermore, without loss of generality, we assume that each label in E is assigned to at least one transition
in the plant: if not we can define a new alphabet E ′ ( E with this property. This implies that in a candidate
supervisor no transition of the type (λ ,t ′′ ) will be present.

3.2

Trimming a supervisor candidate

Given a sequence σ = (t1′ ,t1′′ )(t2′ ,t2′′ ) · · · (tk′ ,tk′′ ) of an MSC J let us denote by σ↑G = t1′ t2′ · · ·tk′ the corresponding
sequence in the plant G. It is easy to show that
L(N, M0 ) = {σ ∈ T ∗ | σ↑G ∈ Σ(G, H)}
hence J describes the behavior of G that satisfies specification H. However, this desired behavior may not be
enforceable by a supervisor.
To characterize this situation, let us recall some definitions.
Given an MSC J and an uncontrollable transition tu′ ∈ Tu′ the set of weakly uncontrollable markings for tu′
is1 :
WJ (tu′ ) = { M = (M ′ , M ′′ ) ∈ N|P| | (∃σ ′ ∈ (Tu′ )∗ ) M ′ [σ ′tu′ ⟩G ,
(̸ ∃σ ∈ Tu∗ ) M[σ ⟩J ∧ σ↑G = σ ′tu′ }
1 Here

[·⟩G (resp., [·⟩J ) denotes the enabling in G (resp., J).
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(4)

and correspondingly we define the set of weakly uncontrollable markings of J as
WJ =

∪
tu′ ∈Tu′

W (tu′ )

(5)

A weakly uncontrollable marking characterizes an anomalous situation in which the plant G has reached
a marking M ′ from which a sequence of uncontrollable transitions σ ′tu′ may fire, but that sequence is not
legal. Since there is not way to prevent the firing of such uncontrollable sequence, all such markings should
be avoided and correspondingly we define the set of legal markings as
∪

LJ = N|P| \

tu′ ∈Tu′

W (tu′ ).

(6)

Remark 1 The definition of the set of weakly uncontrollable marking given in eqs. (4) and (5) is original
and deserves some comments. First, we point out that it is based on the definition of uncontrollable markings
proposed by [13]. This new definition corrects an imprecise definition used in previous works [10, 16] that
correctly characterizes uncontrollability only for free–labeled specifications details can be found in [13].
Secondly, we remark that the set WJ is written as the union of the (possibly non disjoints) sets WJ (tu′ ): the
reason to do to so, will be clear in the following section when each set will be studied by means of the
uncontrollable subnet associated of transition tu′ .

△

We say that J is controllable if R(N, M0 ) ⊆ LJ , otherwise J is said to be uncontrollable. It can be shown
that J can be used as a supervisor for G to ensure that only sequences in Σ(G, H) are generated if and only if
J = G ∥ H is controllable.
If an MSC J = G ∥ H is not controllable, is it necessary to trim it, i.e., to restrict its behavior, to ensure
that only legal marking in LJ are reachable: the trimmed net, if it exists, is a maximally permissive supervisor
for the given control problem and at the same time represents the behavior of the controlled plant.
We conclude with a property of the legal and weakly uncontrollable sets of a MSC that will be used later.
Lemma 1 For a marking (M ′ , M ′′ ) in J: (1) if M ∈ LJ , then any marking (M ′ , M̄ ′′ ) ∈ LJ for all M̄ ′′ ≥ M ′′ ;
(2) if M ∈ WJ , then any marking (M̄ ′ , M ′′ ) ∈ WJ for all M̄ ′ ≥ M ′ ;
Proof: (1) If (M ′ , M ′′ ) ∈ LJ , according to the definition, ∀σ ′ ∈ (Tu′ )∗ such that M ′ [σ ′tu′ ⟩G there is a
corresponding σ ∈ Tu∗ such that M[σ ⟩J and σ↑G = σ ′tu′ . We put all such pairs (σ ′tu , σ ) in Σ: Σ = {(σ ′tu , σ )}.
For any marking (M ′ , M̄ ′′ ) with M̄ ′′ ≥ M ′′ , for each M ′ [σ ′tu′ ⟩G , we pick σ which corresponds to the pair
(σ ′ , σ ). Since (M ′ , M̄ ′′ ) ≥ (M ′ , M ′′ ), σ can fire in J under (M ′ , M ′′ ) and σ↑G = σ ′tu′ then (M ′ , M̄ ′′ ) ∈ LJ .
(2) If (M ′ , M ′′ ) ∈ WJ , according to the definition, there exists σ ′ ∈ (Tu′ )∗ such that M ′ [σ ′tu′ ⟩G and there
7

does not exist a corresponding σ ∈ Tu∗ such that M[σ ⟩J and σ↑G = σ ′tu′ . This means that under (M ′ , M ′′ ) all

σ such that σ↑G = σ ′tu′ are blocked by some specification place. For any marking (M̄ ′ , M ′′ ) with M̄ ′ ≥ M ′ ,
we consider the same σ . Because M ′′ remains unchanged, all σ such that σ↑G = σ ′tu′ are still blocked by the
same specification places. Thus (M̄ ′ , M ′′ ) ∈ WJ .

3.3





Problem Statement

When the set of legal markings of an MSC can be described by means of an OR-AND GMEC, we say that the
corresponding control problem has an OR-AND GMEC solution. In such a case, in fact, an uncontrollable
MSC can be easily trimmed by adding to it a simple control structure as shown by [15]. Furthermore this
control structure can be designed by structural analysis and it is not necessary to analyze the reachability set
of the net J, that may be very large. This provides and efficient technique for the design of a maximally
permissive Petri net supervisor, i.e., a supervisor compiled into a net structure.
It is known that a maximally permissible Petri net supervisor may not exist if J is not bounded [10].
Therefore for a given system it is worthwhile to determine under which conditions a OR-AND GMEC solution exists. The problem can be stated as follows:

Problem 1 (Existence of OR-AND GMEC solution) Given an MSC J, determine if there exists a finite ORAND GMEC ξ such that M (ξ ) = LJ .

4

△

Existence of OR-AND GMEC solutions

In this section we present some sufficient conditions that ensure the existence of an OR-AND GMEC solution.
Let us first define some particular classes of subsets of Nm that will allow us study the algebraic property of
legal sets.
First we define right-closed sets and show that in Nm they have a finite set of generators following [17].
Definition 1 A set S ∈ Nm is called right-closed if {s ∈ Nm | (∃s′ ∈ S) s ≥ s′ } ⊆ S

△

Lemma 2 (Dickson’s lemma) Let S ⊆ Nm be a right-closed set. Then the set Smin of minimal markings of S
for the ordering ≤ is finite.

△

Secondly we define star-free sets and prove that they can be described by OR-AND GMECs.
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Definition 2 A set S ∈ Nm is called star-free [18] if it is a finite union of sets of the form
K(I, v) = {x ∈ Nm | x ≥ v, ∀i ∈ I, xi = vi }

(7)

where v ∈ Nm , I ⊆ {1, . . . , m}.

△

Proposition 1 Given a set S ⊆ Nm there exists a finite OR-AND GMEC ξ such that M (ξ ) = S if either S or
its complement {S is star-free.

Proof: Assume S is star-free. Obviously each set K(I, v) in (7) can be be

written as the legal set of and AND GMEC. Hence finite union of these sets can be written as the legal set of
a finite OR-AND GMEC.
Also in [18] it was shown that if a set S is star-free, then also its complement {S is star-free. This conclude


the proofs.



We now provide a structural characterization of the set of legal markings for a a given control problem.
Definition 3 Given an MSC J with underlying net N, and an uncontrollable transition tu′ ∈ Tu′ consider the
following sets.
• Pt′′ is set of places from which in G there exists is a path2 directed to tu′ containing only uncontrollable
u

transitions.
• Ttu′ = {t ∈ Tu | t • ∩ Pt′u ̸= 0}
/ ∪ {t ∈ Tu | t = (tu′ , ·)} is the set of uncontrollable transitions in J that either
have an arc going to a place in Pt′′ or correspond to transition tu′ .
u

• Pt′′′ = {p′′ ∈ P′′ | (p′′ )• ∩ Ttu′ ̸= 0}
/ is the set of places of H that have an arc going to a transition in Ttu′
u

We define the uncontrollable subnet of transition tu′ , as the subnet Ntu′ of N with set of places Ptu′ = Pt′′ ∪ Pt′′′
u

u

△

and set of transitions Ttu′ .

Example 1 Consider the MSC J in Figure 2 with uncontrollable transition tu = t8 . The subnet Ntu is com△

posed by the nodes and arcs colored in red and blue.

Remark 2 The interest of the previous definition is the following. In eqs. (4) and (6) we have written the
set of bad markings of an MSC as the union of the weakly uncontrollable marking sets W j (tu′ ) for all uncontrollable transitions tu′ of the plant G. It is clear that to characterize each set W j (tu′ ) one only needs to study
the uncontrollable subnet Ntu′ of transition tu′ and this will allow us to simplify the derivation of the results
△

presented in the following.

path directed from a node x1 to a node xk in a net N = (P, T, Pre, Post) is a sequence x1 x2 · · · xk such that xi ∈ P ∪ T for all
i = 1, . . . , k, and xi ∈ • xi+1 for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
2A
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We can finally prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 1 Consider a MSC J = G ∥ H = (N, M0 , E, l) and assume that for all uncontrollable transitions
tu′ ∈ Tu′ of the plant G either one of the following two sets is bounded in J:
• Pt′′ : places of its uncontrollable subnet belonging to G;
u

•

Pt′′′ :
u

places of its uncontrollable subnet belonging to H.

Then there exists an OR-AND GMEC ξ such that
M (ξ ) ∩ R(N, M0 ) = LJ ∩ R(N, M0 ).

Proof: As mentioned in Remark 2, it is sufficient to show that for each uncontrollable transition tu′ ∈ Tu′
the result applies to the uncontrollable subnet Ntu′ .
For sake of simplicity, in the following we denote N̂ such a net and denote the set of its places P̂ = P̂′ ∪ P̂′′ ,
where P̂′ = Pt′′ and P̂′ = Pt′′ . We also denote Wˆ and R̂ the restriction to N̂ of the sets W (tu′ ) and R(N, M0 ),
u

u

respectively. Thus defining Lˆ = N|P̂| \ Wˆ we show that there exists an OR-AND GMEC ξ̂ such that
M (ξ̂ ) ∩ R̂ = Lˆ ∩ R̂.

(8)

We consider two cases.
′

(a) Assume all places in P̂′ are bounded. Then the set Ω′ = {M ′ ∈ N|P̂ | | (M ′ , M ′′ ) ∈ R̂} is finite.
Consider a marking M = (M ′ , M ′′ ) of N̂. As shown in Lemma 1, if such a marking is legal, i.e., M ∈ Lˆ
then any other marking (M ′ , M̄ ′′ ) with M̄ ′′ ≥ M ′′ is also legal. Thus for each marking M ′ ∈ Ω′ the set
′′
C (M ′ ) = {M ′′ ∈ N|P̂ | | (M ′ , M ′′ ) ∈ Lˆ }

is right closed and has a finite set of minimal generators Cmin (M ′ ) by Lemma 2.
This means that the set Lˆ ∩ R̂ of legal markings reachable in the subnet N̂ can be written as:
∪

∪

K(I, (M ′ , M ′′ ))

M ′ ∈Ω′ M ′′ ∈Cmin (M ′ )

where the set I denotes the components of M ′ . This set if obviously star-free hence by Proposition 1 there
exists an OR-AND GMEC constraint ξ̂ such that M (ξ̂ ) = Lˆ ∩ R̂. Obviously this constraint also satisfies
condition (8).
10

′′

(b) Assume all places in P̂′′ are bounded. Then the set Ω′′ = {M ′′ ∈ N|P̂ | | (M ′ , M ′′ ) ∈ R̂} is finite.
Consider a marking M = (M ′ , M ′′ ) of N̂. As shown in Lemma 1, if such a marking is weakly forbidden,
i.e., M ∈ Wˆ then any other marking (M̄ ′ , M ′′ ) with M̄ ′ ≥ M ′ is also weakly forbidden. Thus for each marking
M ′′ ∈ Ω′′ the set
′

C (M ′′ ) = {M ′ ∈ N|P̂ | | (M ′ , M ′′ ) ∈ Wˆ }
is right closed and has a finite set of minimal generators Cmin (M ′′ ) by Lemma 2.
This means that the set Wˆ ∩ R̂ of weakly forbidden markings reachable in the subnet N̂ can be written as:
∪

∪

K(I, (M ′ , M ′′ ))

M ′′ ∈Ω′′ M ′ ∈Cmin (M ′′ )

where the set I denotes the components of M ′′ . This set if obviously star-free hence by Proposition 1 there
exists an OR-AND GMEC constraint ξ̂ c such that M (ξ̂ c ) = Wˆ ∩ R̂.
Consider finally the OR-AND GMEC ξ complementary of ξ c that defines a set of legal marking M (ξ̂ ) =
Lˆ ∪ (N|P̂| \ R̂. Obviously this constraint also satisfies condition (8).





Remark 3 We explain why LJ is not a subset of R(N, M0 ) in Theorem 1. Therefore there may exist some
illegal markings from which the plant may violate the control policy (LJ is defined on Nm ), however, these
markings are not reachable from the initial marking. Since it is difficult to determine if a marking is reachable,
in this paper we focus on the control policy ξ which eliminates all illegal markings regardless if they are
reachable.

Remark 4 Theorem 1 provides a sufficient condition under which an ”OR-AND GMEC based” controller
exists. However, the method to construct the OR-AND GMEC in Theorem 1 is not efficient: the number of
single GMECs is usually very large, leading to an unnecessary complicated Petri net controller. An optimized
controller based on structural analysis will be relatively simple. We have found some efficient method to
construct the more compact OR-AND GMEC controllers for some specific subclasses of MSC.

If both G and H are unbounded, a GMEC solution may not exists as will be discussed in the following
section.

5

Non-Existence of OR-AND GMEC solutions

For a MSC J in which an uncontrollable subnet Jtu′ does not satifies the conditions of Theorem 1, i.e., both
Pt′′ and Pt′′′ are unbounded, an OR-AND GMEC soluion may not exists. We will show that this unexpected
u

u
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Figure 3: A MSC J which is free-labeled.

Figure 4: L (Jtu ) in Figure 3 projected on ⟨p1 , h1 ⟩. Each vertical/horizontal segment along the zigzag boundary represents a single GMEC.
phenomenon occurs in very simple uncontrollable structures, e.g., free-labeled, ordinary and acyclic.
We first present a lemma that will be used in the following example.

Lemma 3 For a set S ⊆ Nm , if there exists a projection S⟨u⟩ ⊆ Nm such that S⟨u⟩ cannot be written as the
union of finite number of convex sets, then there does not exists a finite ξ such that M (ξ ) = S.
Proof: If there exists a ξ such that M (ξ ) = S, from the definition of OR-AND GMEC, S can be written
as S =

∪k
i

Si and each Si is a convex set. For any given subspace u, the projection of any Si : Si⟨u⟩ is also a

convex set. This indicates S⟨u⟩ can always be written as S⟨u⟩ =

∪k
i

Si⟨u⟩ and each Si⟨u⟩ is a convex set.  

Example 2 Consider the MSC J in Figure 3. Here both WJ and LJ are too complicate to be defined explicitly,
we cannot easily determine if there exists a ξ such that M (ξ ) = LJ . However, if we project LJ on the space
⟨p1 , h⟩, denoted as L⟨p1 ,h⟩ (J), we cannot find a finite ξ such that M (ξ ) = L⟨p1 ,h⟩ (J).
Actually, L⟨p1 ,h⟩ (J) is not a star-free set. The legal marking set (blue) and weakly uncontrollable marking
set (red) is illustrated in Figure 4. One can see that there does not exist an OR-AND GMEC solution since
each Mk (k ≥ 0) is an extreme point of LJ . For each Mk we need to introduce at least two constraints:
(M(p1 ) ≤ 2k + 1) ∧ (M(h) ≥ 2k), and L⟨p1 ,h⟩ (J) can be expressed by an infinite ξ such as:
{

∨+∞

k=0 (M(p1 ) ≤ 2k + 1) ∧ (M(h) ≥ 2k)
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(9)

Figure 5: A generalized Petri net MSC which does not have an OR-AND GMEC solution.
One can easily verify that all constraints in ξ are non-redundant. Since L⟨p1 ,h⟩ (J) cannot be written
as the union of finite number of convex sets, we cannot find a finite ξ such that M (ξ ) = L⟨p1 ,h⟩ (J). From
Lemma 3, we cannot find a finite ξ such that M (ξ ) = LJ .

△

For a certain J and tu , it may happen there does not exist a ξ such that M (ξ ) = L (Jtu ), but there
may exist ξ such that M (ξ ) = LJ . This is because there may exist tu′ ̸= tu in J such that there exists a

ξ ′ : M (ξ ) = L (Jtu′ ) and by applying ξ ′ Jtu becomes bounded. If there is only one Jtu in J and it fails the
test, there is no OR-AND GMEC solution for J. We are exploiting an algorithm to determine the existence
of ξ . Unfortunately, actually most generalized MSCs (even it is very simple) fails the test. For example, the
MSC J in Figure 5 does not have an OR-AND GMEC solution, although Jtu (colored) only contains three
plant places and two uncontrollable transitions. This observation indicates the high difficulty in the issue of
generalized supervisor trimming. This determination is worthwhile since any approach seeking for a maximal
controllable OR-AND GMEC solution should not takes Jtu as an input, otherwise it will not halt.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we characterized the existence of maximally controllable supervisor in the framework of supervisor control. For an monolithic supervisor J, an OR-AND GMEC solution always exists if for each of its
uncontrollable subnet Jtu , either Jtu ↑G or Jtu ↑H is bounded.
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